
2015 Problem Statements Proposed & AC Comments 
The following Research Problem Statements were discussed during the Advisory Committee review and ranking process for 2015. The scores 
listed before the discussion notes reflect where it was ranked among all the research ideas. If the score is a “0”, the project was removed 
from consideration during a preliminary “yes/no” vote by the Advisory Committee. The maximum score is 18, reflecting six states at 3 points 
each. 

Project Title Rank AC Comments (not all problem statement received comments) 
BOD Impact of Nonchloride Based 
Anti-icing and Prewetting Agents 
on Surface Water Quality 
 
Proposed Budget: $150,000 12 

• Manufacturing chemicals are finding their way into salts and brines and are acting as corrosive agents.   
• Environmental participants are involved.   
• Where would this output be measured, chloride is going to impact the beer waste and cheese waste, what's the 

ratio being used, how is that determined, we are all heavy (brine and salt usage) states, but is there really going to 
be a way to measure it and where.   

• Ecologies and environments are too different across the states.   
• What value does BOD have versus chloride?   
• As previously noted (and in the introduction) Potassium Acetate was deployed over the Connecticut River, over 40% 

of the mass of the substance has BOD considerations.  Because of that around 800-1000 lbs per icing event were 
distributed and in CT before VT was concerned.  There is also storm-water considerations, and is much a COD as 
BOD issue.  There is an added load on the stream, this project has applicability to both BOD and COD issues.  This 
needs statement is silent on where its measured, but that can be addressed. 

Effect of Heavy Vehicles and 
Freight Deliveries on Congestion 
and Safety on Arterials and Urban 
Networks 
 
Proposed Budget: $200,000 

0 

 

Decision Support Tool for Critical 
Transportation Infrastructure 
Management 
 
Proposed Budget: $167,000 

0 

 

The impact of pedestrians on 
vehicular air pollutant emissions at 
roundabouts vs signalized 
intersections 
 
Proposed Budget: $200,000 
 

0 

 



Project Title Rank AC Comments (not all problem statement received comments) 
The effect of heavy and extreme 
precipitation events on highway 
runoff pollution and storm water 
treatment system effectiveness 
 
Proposed Budget: $200,000 

0 

 

Use of Forested Habitat Adjacent to 
Highways by Northern Long Ear 
Bats. 
 
Proposed Budget: $165,000 

13 

• It's an area of concern for many states, bats have been given protected status, DOTs are struggling as to what will be 
required by the regulatory agencies.   

• DOTs need good science for future action.   
• Strong environmental interest by State Environmental agencies. 
•  Existing northern long-ear bat study in progress under NETC.   
• No issue with bats in certain states, not a concern with tree-cutting being greatly reduced (in RI).  Falcon nests and 

other avian nests are more of a concern in specific states.  
•  In VT construction is already place, worthwhile study but sure it will take us anywhere. 

Using the New SHRP2 Naturalistic 
Driving Study Safety Databases to 
Examine Safety Concerns for Teens 
and Older Drivers 
 
Proposed Budget: $150,000 

14 

• Very valuable database, second component is that a NETC project may help Universities in NE participate in the 
national dialogue.   

• Complex and unlikely the DOT will explore it on it's own.   
• Exactly what the National task force groups wanted for this data.   
• Safety-data group specifically stated teens and older drivers are needed.  
• What's the objective, if we are trying to understand, learn, decipher what the database numbers have and how we 

relate to the national, but that is not clear in the problem statement, not clear it has value. 

Moisture Susceptibility testing for 
Hot Mix Asphalt Pavements in New 
England 
 
Proposed Budget: $150,000 

13 

• Important concern, wanted to know if type of concern could be considered (could the source of the moisture be 
determined).  

• Great deal of effort nationality aimed at asphalt modifiers, recycled engine-oil bottoms (REOB) have gotten a lot of 
attention, severe cracking from REOB, possibly causing stripping, ability to do research with our binders in such 
disarray is concerning (particularly regarding stripping).  

•  Information will be gained, but length of usefulness is uncertain due to changes in binder spec.  
•  Variety of binders are being deployed in labs with a number of varying qualities which raise concern.   
• Until AASHTO specs are determined there is no way of knowing which binder and binder-modifiers will be deployed 

- the AASHTO binder spec is national. 
Optimizing Quality Assurance (QA) 
Process for Asphalt Pavement 
Construction in the Northeast 
 
Proposed Budget: $150,000 
 
 
 

14 

• Opening comments covered many pros. Brings FHWA back in to ask more questions, this is a concern because initial 
reviews of the program currently in place were satisfactory. 



Project Title Rank AC Comments (not all problem statement received comments) 
Low Temperature Cracking (LTC) in 
Asphalt Pavements 
 
Proposed Budget: $300,000 

0 

 

Strategy for a Connected Cycling 
Network Usable by Mainstream 
Adults 
 
Proposed Budget: $100,000 

11 

• Many times, planning is looked at on a local level, and there is a push to connect these types of facilities, but it is 
difficult to identify the value.   

• There are both interested and disinterested communities which causes issues in assessing the value.  This would get 
us closer.  

• Many pilot programs are taking place, if this was an implementation it might require changes during or after the 
project.   

• MA had a similar project which was pulled that didn’t make sense, wasn't scoped well.   
• MA has regulations in place for such corridors. 

Promoting VMT reduction and shift 
towards sustainable modes among 
State Employees   
 
Proposed Budget: $87,500 

12 

• Government wants to cut down everyone's commuting.   
• Wants to reduce congestion and commuting impacts and this project is specifically targeting messages to create 

change.   
• This needs statement address that need for varying messages. 

Life-Cycle Cost Consideration of Pay 
Adjustment for Asphalt Pavement 
Construction 
 
Proposed Budget: $200,000 

0 

 

Quantifying Uncertainty in Bridge 
Inspection Ratings 

9 

• VT did a smaller project, trying to define who bridges progress through that rating system and what affects their 
change.   

• Key changes for bridges for 4 or less, bridges might improve or accelerate irrationality suggesting a training need, 
and the system itself contributes to uncertainty.   

• A lot is based on these ratings, and the ratings should be accurate and reliable.  
• MAP-21 changes how NBIS takes place, so the research is of little benefit as some of the problems will be addressed 

in new NBIS changes (should've been completed Fall 2014).  
•  Also, National Bridge Elements will be used, rather than NBI ratings (old-system).   
• The system clean-up should correct the variance in inspector rankings. 

Study on Adhesions between 
Asphalt Binders and Aggregate 
Minerals at Low Temperatures 
Using Particle-Modified Atomic 
Force Microscope Probes 

11 

• Innovative, similar work has been done a UVM professor who had come up with a different method of assessing 
this, which was unique.   

• There have been some new innovations in resonance imaging and different, discernible data, working on binders  
which AFM cannot achieve. 

•  More suited for a national-study and too many binders used to make it a usable survey. 



Risk-Based Methods in 
Transportation Planning and 
Engineering for New England State 
DOTs 

10 

• Timely and appropriate study.   
• Planning index is systems based, there are some specific issues (project locations) which are high-risk or high-cost 

were resource and effort might not be devoted without a risk based counterpart, those projects aren't flagged.   
• Without looking at risk-based methods locations are not raised up.  
• Research topic is good, but the problem statement is not specific enough to determine the value of the topic. 

 


